Code of Ethics
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Observe the highest standard of honesty in all my transactions, avoiding the use
of false, confusing, inaccurate and misleading terms, descriptions and claims.

At all times endeavor to produce photographs of a quality equal or
superior to the samples I display; to apply my best efforts towards
providing the best possible photographic services and to play my part
in raising the general standard of photographic craftsmanship.
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Show a friendly spirit of cooperation to my fellow professional photographers
and assist them whenever possible should they be in trouble or difficulty.
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It Has Been a Learning Experience

I

joined PPSDC in 2009 to learn what being a
professional photographer was all about. In
the years since, I’ve attended meetings, speaker
presentations, workshops, Photo Safaris, conferences,
and other gatherings where friends and colleagues
shared their own experiences. With all of the
speakers I’ve heard and workshops I’ve attended
and more, I now better understand how to make
my own photography a thriving business.
I’ve learned about both the craft and the
business of photography and I’m incorporating my
own passion project into a business proposal using
drone photography. I would never have been able to
accomplish this without PPSDC, PPC, and PPA.
In our own chapter, our bi-monthly Image
Competitions are another way to learn how to
take your own photography from okay/good
enough to truly Imapactful. Our last Image
Comp of the year is just around the corner. I hope you will all participate.
Being part of this group is important in that you have a
… ask questions or suggest great many like-minded individuals from which to learn. I
something you’d like to see. found out that being more involved is a way to get more out of
my membership. I started helping out, first on the Hospitality
committee, then I spent a couple of years as Treasurer, and this past year as your
President. I have tried to make our group an inviting place to show our members and
potential members how important they are. Being president has helped me grow in ways
that I’m sure will continue to affect my personal life and my business for years to come.
Please feel free to contact any member of the board to ask
questions or suggest something you’d like to see. And consider joining
a committee yourself, or even joining the board. We meet every month
to plan events and we can always use fresh eyes and fresh ideas.
Thank you all for your support.
Diana Aeria
PPSDC President 2016/17
(858) 538-1149
president@ppsdc.com

Hilton Garden Inn SD Mission Valley

6:30 PM - 2nd Tuesday http://www.ppsdc.com
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March Best-In-Nature

BEST-IN-CHILDREN
Elisa Two Weeks New
- Maria Lombard

BEST-IN-COMMERCIAL
Gods Grand House
- Jean Eichenlaub

Do I Look Like a Bee?
By Jean Eichenlaub

I

t never occurred to me this fly image had a chance of winning.
I had to leave early to take care of a dog that required nursing
at home. I was absolutely dumbfounded the next morning when I
received a message notifying me the image had won Best-in-Show.
One afternoon I noticed a small strange looking “bee”
around the citrus trees. I hot footed it into the house and grabbed
my camera. I have a habit of keeping my macro lens and ring
flash on the camera, ready to go. I was ready, though the strange
“bee” had moved to a climbing rose bush that grows along my
driveway. I followed it, periodically firing off high speed bursts.
The image was cropped and sharpened, a few highlights dimmed, and
the fly head brightened. I posted it to some friends, asking if anyone could
identify the fly. One response was, “My husband says it is Toxomerus
marginatus.” I wish I’d known about it years ago as it would have been a
great example to add to a mimicry lecture when I was a college professor.
Technical details: Canon 7D MkII, Canon 100
mm macro lens, Canon ring flash, ISO 320, f4.0,
1/400 sec. Ring flash is normally set on 2:1 ratio,
left:right. I assume that was the setting.
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BEST-IN-ILLUSTRATIVE
Spirit Dancer
- Judy MacLean
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Playing With Fire
By Ken Hofheinz

BEST-IN-PETS
That Face Though
- Roxyanne Young

Mac to PC conversion
opt = alt cmd = ctrl

S

BEST-IN-DIGITAL-IMAGING
Lady Of The Lake
- Judy MacLean

o I grew up camping. I am an
official “pyro” and I have the merit
badge to prove it. I can start a fire in
the rain. That’s not a very big deal
here in Southern California but it
is very useful on top of a Viriginia
mountain in the middle of winter.
OK, so here is how to make fire in
your image without getting burned. It
is actually pretty easy. Take a picture of
your hand. Then go search the Internet
for pictures of fire. You want pictures with
a dark background. Now take the image
or images of the fire and put it in a layer
above your hand. Now change the fire
layer’s blend mode to Screen. That’s it.
That is truly all you need to do. If I
had taken a picture of my hand with an
orange gel over the end of a flashlight I
would have had very convincing light for
my hand’s image. This picture was taken
right beside my desk with the light from
the window illuminating my hand.
Here is a little more detail: I opened
up the image of my hand in RAW,
added more contrast and made sure the
background was dark. Fire is more visible
in the dark. I duplicated the layer then
rotated it to my desired position. I used
the Quick Select tool, made a simple
selection around my hand, then turned
it into a layer mask. (Once you have your
selection just click the layer mask button
at the bottom of the layers pallet.)
I made the canvas bigger so
I would have room to place the
fire. And selected the background
layer and filled it with black.

BEST-IN-PHOTOJOURNALISM
The Nomad Mother
- Ivy Gordon

6

+

This image works perfectly for
superimposing fire on an image.

Continued on page 14
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ILLUSTRATIVE

CHILDREN

Cold Train
- Kip Cothran

Hello World
- Maria Lombard

Pure and Elegant
- Maria Lombard

A Quiet Morning Moment
- Ivy Gordon

Sweet Dreams
- Maria Lombard

Flights of Fancy
- Willie Sakai

DIGITAL

What the World Needs Now Is Love Sweet Love
- Monica Royal

Sandstone of Life An Abstract
- Robert Olsson
Illusions of the Edge
- Kip Cothran
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Because Bad Things Happen to Good Photographers :

2016-17 Photographer of the Year Q & A

How Much Insurance do You Really Need?

Cindie Wolf Interviews Ivy Gordan

Q Did you go to school to study photography?
A No. But I have taken classes and workshops. I am
currently enrolled in New York Institute of Photography’s
Portrait class, an on-line learning platform.
Q How long have you been a photographer?
A I have been a photographer for 4 ½ years. I would classify myself
as a humanitarian or documentary photographer.
Q How would you describe your style?
A Good question – sometimes photojournalistic
but much more intimate. I am always seeking
connection with the people I photograph.
Q What gear do you carry?
A I carry two Canon 5 D Mark IIIs, and three lenses: a
2.8 70-200, a 2.8 16-35 and a 4.0 24-105. Plus assorted
“stuff”. I use a Spyder holster belt for the cameras – a
back- saver and one of my necessary pieces of gear.
Q How important is Photoshop in your final images?
A Very important. At the minimum there is
adjusting the raw files and cropping. And
some have major editing time invested.
Q What has been your career path?
A My career has been in business vs photography. I cofounded a computer company and then transitioned
to be a business consultant and executive coach.
Q How did you make the transition from
aspiring photographer to professional,
photographer? Do you make a living doing this?
A In 2012, I picked up the book “The Ragged Edge of the World”, by journalist
Eugene Linden, which describes the loss of natural and cultural legacy when
ancient traditions and the natural world collide with the various forces of
modernity. Linden’s words ignited my decision to travel
and explore the cultural and humanitarian aspects of
developing countries and investigate the multifaceted
edges of this collision. Also in 2012 I went on my first
photo tour, a safari in Botswana. I had a small fixed lens
camera and was with all these folks with serious cameras
and lenses. I wanted to tell the stories about the places
and people that were my honor to witness and to share
them with the world and realized I had to up my game.
A I have been “selling” my work to benefit nonprofit
organizations either through providing them with
images or donating the sales to their cause.
Q What do you think are the ingredients for
a successful photography career?
A Passion, persistence and clarity of purpose. And stamina.
Some of the photographers I admire go to great lengths to do
their work. I think one must maintain a strong motivation
to do the work. I think motivation comes from a desire
Continued on page 15
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By Roxyanne Young

P

PSDC is focusing on the business side of photography this year and as
part of that focus. We recently hosted a day-long workshop with Certified
Professional Photographer and Certified Professional Accountant Robin
Swanson on Going Legit, all about the steps each of us needs to take to make the
transition from hobbyist to professional photographer. One of those steps was
getting insured for the many risks we face in the field and in our studios.
Opportunities and Risks
Some of us shoot weddings and portraits, others focus on commercial and real
estate. Still others aim their cameras outdoors toward nature and landscape, sports,
macro, street, travel, and so much more. Photography offers many opportunities
for creative growth and expression, but there are just as many risks involved.
Imagine if your equipment were lost, damaged, or stolen. You might
be out thousands of dollars, and homeowners policies may not cover
your gear when you’re using it for business purposes. Suppose your shoot
setup causes damage to property, or injury to your subject or a passerby.
Accidents happen, even when we take steps to avoid them. You could be
held liable and financially responsible if someone gets hurt on your set.
Maybe you suffer a catastrophic failure of your data backup
system, or a damaged disk results in failure to deliver the product - a
real and heartbreaking tragedy if you’re shooting a wedding.
You don’t get a second chance to capture that first kiss. It’s a smart
idea to protect your data through data recovery coverage.

Photojournalism Best-of-Show
All My Eyes Have Seen
- Ivy Gordon

Best-of-Illustrative
Glowing!
- Ivy Gordon

Arches Sunset
- Howard Burkholz

General Liability and/or Professional Liability?
Managing the risk means looking ahead to assess the financial risks of being a
professional photographer, and doing whatever you can to avoid those risks, or at
least minimize the impact. For most of us, a good insurance policy is exactly what
we need to mitigate the risks, but what kind of policy do we need, and how much?
General liability covers you in the event of an accident that causes physical
damage to a person or property. Say your camera and tripod get knocked into
a picture window on a shoot. General liability will cover the damage.
Professional liability, on the other hand, provides for the legal obligations
arising out of professional errors and negligent acts or omissions during the
course of practicing your profession. Say you miss a wedding because you wrote
the date down wrong in your calendar - really, try not to cringe when you read
that, but things like that happen, even to very experienced photographers.
PPSDC Professional Resources: Howard Burkholz,
Photographers Insurance Specialist
“My father graduated in the 60s with a degree in photojournalism - stills
and Super 8,” Howard Burkholz said. “I grew up around his work and started
taking pictures myself when I was around ten. Now, I’m an enthusiastic
hobbyist. I understand photography and photographers’ needs.”
Burkholz said he particularly likes landscape, inspired by the outdoor adventures
he and his son share. “Just last week were went to Snow Canyon (Utah) and there’s a slot
canyon there and I was literally touching the walls of this canyon with both shoulders.
It’s a great perspective for landscapes. We got some great sunset shots, too.” Burkholz
loves to photograph his travels. He described trips to Australia, Europe, Asia, and
National Parks in the US where he likes to go hiking with his family. “And now I’ve
got grandkids, too. I’ve taken over 3,500 images of my 2 ½-year-old granddaughter,
and almost six hundred of my four-month-old grandson, but he lives in Texas, so I
don’t get to spend as much time with him.” Some of our chapter members can relate. Continued on page 13

© Howard Burkholz
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Because Bad Things Happen to Good Photographers :

W

e had a good Open House with Canon
Explore of Light, Michele Celentano. And the
workshop she lead the following day was excellent.
She shared some images from her first paid
shoots. The photographers in her PPA chapter actually
asked her if someone really paid her money for them.
They were bad. This should give everyone hope that
if you stay at it and work hard you will make it.
These images are from the open
house and the workshop.

How Much Insurance do You Really Need?
Continued from page 11

“Photographers are often more interested in their gear than
their liability,” Burkholz said. “Even though liability can turn into
something big if someone is injured on your property or anywhere
you’re doing a shoot. Our policy covers replacement cost new, so if
something happens to your MarkII, we’ll replace it as close to those
specs at the new model. Not every company provides that, but we do.
“I have a passion for photography and risk management is
my profession. Combine them and I am uniquely qualified to put
together a customized risk management plan for your photography
business.” Burkholz offers a free analysis to make sure you’re
getting the right amount of coverage for your business.

© Howard Burkholz

Great Open House with Michele Celentano

So how much does it really cost?

My take away was get everyones face on the
same plan and set them in triangles.

Retail Studios
A Business Owner’s Policy protects
you from many risks that threaten your
business. This package, customized for
your business, starts at $495 per year
and includes up to $70,000 business
personal property, although higher
limits are available here, too; $100,000
general liability, $50,000 professional
liability, loss of business income,
accounts receivable, and fourteen
additional coverages are available.

Some of the Gang at the end of a good workshop.

BECAUSE I AM ONE.
Howard Burkholz
801-451-8880
877-485-8600

hburkholz@allstate.com
http://allstateagencies.com/HBurkholz

Proud Sponsor of PPSDC.

Learning how to pose a family.
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I UNDERSTAND

Howard and Son on a Hike

BUSINESS INSURANCE

Subject to terms, conditions and availability. Allstate Fire and Casualty Insurance Co., Allstate
Indemnity Co. Northbrook, IL. © 2012 Allstate Insurance Co.

127122

Home-based Photographers
Many insurance companies do not
cover camera gear if you’re working from
home, but Burkholz states that Allstate
supports home-based photographers with
business insurance that offers $20,000
coverage for photography equipment
for just $100 per year, and Professional
Liability and General Liability Coverage
for approximately $275 per year.

Continued from page 7

Continued from page 10

Playing With Fire

2016-17 Photographer of the Year Q & A

By Ken Hofheinz

Cindie Wolf Interviews Ivy Gordan

I looked through my collection
of textures and found something to
make the background a little more
interesting. Placing the texture over
the background layer, I changed
the blend mode to Soft Light.
My fire was not all the same color.
I used a curves adjustment and made
the one in the bowl a little more red.
To do this select the red channel in
the curves and slide the mid point
down till the color looked good.
Fire is very organic. So once I
placed it on its own layer I used the
Warp feature in the Transform mode.
You can literally push it to where you
want it. Make sure you have changed
the blend mode of the layer to Screen.
I had to delete some things from the
background of the fire image. I just used
the eraser tool and removed it quickly.
To create the glowing effect on the
hand I created a new layer above the
hand set to Color Dodge. Using the
Brush tool set to a very low opacity (like
5%) pick a color from the flame and
paint in the glow where it makes sense.
Take your time and practice. Composite
images are all about the details. •

Q
A

Soft Light

Screen
Normal
Screen
The layers used and the blend mode they were set too.

Q
A

Screen

Q
A
Photojurnalism Best-of-Show
Old West Meets Near East
- Ivy Gordon

to keep learning, to be open to new things. I have been inspired by the
transition Sebastian Salgado made when he burnt out on humanity and
turned to nature photography about which he said he knew nothing.
His new work is at least as stunning as what he built his career upon.
What are some elements by which you would consider an image great photography?
Something that takes my breath away. And it almost always comes
down to light. I am also particularly interested in storytelling.
I think an image that engages me to continue to look and
wonder what is going on is what makes it great for me.
How do you get and remain inspired?
By constantly looking at other people’s work. I follow photographers
on instagram and read blogs. I see things and wonder “how did they
do that”, “where were they standing (in the river?? Seriously??) The
images that reflect clear emotion or tell a story captivate me the most.
I read some place that it takes time to grow into being able to produce
what you imagine. I have a lot to learn. That keeps me inspired.
What is your dream for your photography?
I really want to discover projects where my work will make a difference.
To raise awareness of a cause, to tell stories people might not have known
about, to use the power of imagery to evoke real emotions and caring. I
strive to live into my purpose statement “helping people see a bigger picture.”

My Image Didn’t
Look Right in Comp

S
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© Ken Hofheinz

o if your image didn’t
“look” right in the
last image competition,
you might want to check
and make sure you are
following our guidelines.
Files MUST be in sRGB
Color Space. Files need to
be sized with the longest
dimension at 4000 pixels
at 300dpi. It must be saved
as JPG format and may
not exceed 3.5MB in size.
Naming must be as follows:
category_titleofphoto_
firstname_lastname.jpg
Playing With FIRE

Best-of-Photojurnalism
I Just Want to be Sure of You
- Ivy Gordon

Best-of-Portrait
Hey - I know the Answer to That One!
- Ivy Gordon
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